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Abstract. A family of distributions in R  ̂ having a chiral index greater or equal to a constant 
arbitrarily close to 1 /2 is exhibited. It is deduced that the upper bound of the chiral index lies 
in the interval [1/2; 1], for any dimension d. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Symmetry is viewed since centuries as a dichotomic concept: there is or there is not 
symmetry. Chirality is related to indirect symmetry, as stated by Lord Kelvin in 1904 
[1]. Intuitively, some symmetric physical systems having degenerated eneigy levels and 
offering a continuous separation of its eneigy levels induced by, or inducing a symmetry 
breaking, may be such that symmetry could itself offer continuous variations. More 
generally, the need of symmetry and chirality measures has given rise to an important 
mathematical literature in various areas (see [2] for a review). 

The chiral index ;f of a distribution has been defined in [3]. It is a real number 
returning a value in the interval [0; 1], the value 0 characterizing an achiral distribution 
(improperly called symmetric, such as a Gaussian). The chiral index of the distribution 
of a random vector is just a measure of its degree of skewness. 

The original definition of % involves a random variable (Xc,X), defined over a prob-
ability space {C,A,Pc) 0 {R'',B,P). C is a non empty set called the space of colors, A 
is a C7-algebra defined on C, and Pc is a probability measure on {C,A). B is the Borel 
C7-algebra ofR'', and P is a probability measure on {R'',B). 

In its more general form, the chiral index can indeed reach the maximal value 1, and 
examples of maximal chirality distributions have been exhibited [3,4]. 

When the distribution in the space of colors is such that the Xc is almost surely 
constant, i.e. Pc(X = co) = 1, the chiral index depends only on the dsitribution P of 
the random vector X. In this situation, it is simpler to work only with the random 
variable X over the probability space [R'',B,P). The chiral index is just a multivariate 
skewness measure, which is null if and only if the (i-variate distribution P of X has 
indirect symmetry. 

The upper bound of ;f (P) was shown to be 1/2 in the univariate case [3], and was 
shown to lie in the interval [1 — \/n; 1 — \/2n] in the bivariate case [5]. No results are 
currently available in dimension 3 and higher We show that the upper bound hes in the 
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interval [1/2; 1] in dimension d >3,hy exhibiting a family of d-yariatQ distributions 
having a chiral index arbitrarily close to 1/2. 

FRAMEWORK AND NOTATIONS 

We consider two random vectors X and X inR'', suchthatX is distributed as QR- (X + 
t), where / is a translation, R a rotation, and Q an inversion operator, i.e. an orthogonal 
{d,d) matrix with det{Q) = —1. Let V be the variance matrix of the distribution. The 
trace T = TriV) is its inertia, and it is assumed to be finite and non null. We denote 
by {W} the set of joint distributions of the couple (X,X), and the quote indicates 
the matricial transposition operator The chiral index is defined from the Wasserstein 
distance A [6], between the distribution P of X and the distribution P of X, D being 
minimized for all rotations R and translations t applied to X: 

X = d-D^I^T (1) 
D=M/«{H4A (2) 
A2=/«/{^^} i?(X-X)' .(X-X ) (3) 

The chiral index of P{X) does not depend on the inversion Q, and it is insensitive 
to rotations, translations, inversions, and scahng of X. The Wasserstein distance is 
minimized when the expectation it (X —X) is null. Thus, we can assume without loss of 
generality, thati?(X) = 0. Of course the chiral index is null if and only if the distribution 
is symmetric, in the sense of an indirect symmetry (i.e. a mirror symmetry). 

For clarity, the distributions satisfying to the condition (4) are called here isoinertial 
distributions, where o is any positive real constant and / is the identity matrix: 

V = a^-I (4) 

When the condition (4) is satisfied, it stands for any rotation, translation, inversion, 
and scaling of X. It should be pointed out that the maximal value ;f = 1 is reachable 
only for isoinertial distributions when the general model of chirality is involved: see 
equations (3.9) and (3.10) in [3], and see [7] for a presentation of this general model. 
The model of chirality considered is just a particular case of the general model. It is why 
we conjecture that, in the case of (i-variate distributions, the upper bound of the chiral 
index could be asymptotically reached inside a family of isoinertial distributions. 

We consider a random vector X with finite inertia, Vx is the variance matrix of X, 
assumed to be of full rank. Lx is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of Vx, and Ux is a 
rotation matrix of eigenvectors of Vx, such that: Vx-U^=U^-Lx. The centered random 

— 1/2 
vector Zj^ ' • f/y • (X — E{X)) is isoinertial, because its variance matrix is the identity /. 

In order to introduce some other useful notations, we build below an isoinertial finite 
discrete distribution of n points inR'^, from an arbitrary array 7 of «lines and d columns 
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(« > d), such that the line / of 7 is a point to which the mass (i.e. the probability) nij 
is attached (/w, > 0). We define the square diagonal matrix M of order n, such that the 
diagonal element is M,,, = /w,,/ = l..«. It follows that 1' M- 1 = 1. We define also the 
square matrix B of order n, which operates as a mass-centering operator: B = I—1-1' -M, 
i.e. (1' M) • Y is the transposed center of mass, the array B-Y is the mass-centered array, 
because 1' • M-B = 0 and thus (1' M) • (5 • 7) = 0. In addition, we assume that {B • Y) is 
of full rank. 

The variance matrix of (5-7) is: Vy = ij'  -B') M-(5-7). Lett/be the rotation applied 
to the points of the centered array B • 7, such that Vy is diagonalized: Vy • U' = U' • L, 
where L is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Vj. It follows that the matrix 7/ 
in equation (5), which has n lines and d columns, defines a finite discrete isoinertial 
distribution, such that the fine / of 7/ is a point to which the mass nit is attached. 

7 / = 5 - 7 - f / ' - Z - i / 2 (5) 

The proof is as follows. The full rank matrix 7/ is centered: (1' M) • 7/ = 0 because 
l ' - M - 5 = 0, and the variance of 7/ is: V = [L-^l^-U -Y' -B')-M-{B-Y -U' -L-^l^), 
and since we have U • {Y'-B' -M-B- Y)-U'= L, thus V = I. 

When mi= l/n for i = I..n and « = (i + 1, we get the (i + I equally weighted vertices 
of an isoinertial simplex, which is known to be regular and achiral: see appendix 2 in 
[8]. 

ATTEMPT TO BUILD MAXIMA L CHIRALITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

We consider now a family of finite discrete distributions Z parametrized by the positive 
quantity e, Z being asymptotically isoinertial when e is tending to zero. We set ^ = I/e, 
n = d+l, and, using the notations introduced in the previous section, we define Z =B-Y, 
with: 
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The normalizing constant c = (1 + ê  ,2rf\ is such that I ' M l = I. Z is 
centered, and its variance matrix is V = Y' -B' -M-B -Z. From the definition of B, we 
have B' • M-B=M-M-1 • 1' -M, and then come VandT = Tr{V): 

V -
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(6) 
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T={d/c)-{c-l)/c  ̂ (7) 

Z is asymptotically isoinertial, because: lim^g^Q-  ̂{c} = 1, and then: lim^g^Q-  ̂{V} = I. 
We set Z = Z • Q' -R', and from equations (l)-(3), we express the chiral index xz of the 
centered finite discrete distribution Z as follows: 

Xz = w^in{R,w} I ' l W.Aj (8) 
'=iy=i 

In equation (8), the joint density is a bistochastic matrix W, and dij is the distance 
between the point / (line / of Z) and the point j (line j of Z). The set of bistochastic 
matrices {W} is closed and bounded (and convex): it is why there is at least one optimal 
bistochatic matrix. Equation (8) is rewritten in matricial form: 

Xz = ^[T-Max{R^t^}Tr{Z'-W-Z-Q'-R')] (9) 

Noting that W • 1 = M• 1 and 1' • W = 1' -M, we have: 

B'-W-B=W-M-1-1'-M (10) 
Z'-W-Z = Y'-W-Y-Y'-M-1-1'-M-Y (11) 

We set̂  = Y' -M-l-l'  -M-Y, and we note that the elements of ̂  are all non negative. 
Thus the quantity: Tr{A • Q' -R') takes values in the interval [—a^;+a^], where the 
constant a  ̂ = (1' -A • 1) does not depend on R and W. Then, we get from (11) the 
inequality (12), and from (9) and (12) we get (13) 

Ti-iZ'-W-Z-Q'• R')< Tr{Y'-W-Y-Q'• R') +a^ (12) 
Xz>^[T-a^-Max{R^ff.}Tr{Y'-W-Y-Q'-R')] (13) 

V / V ' 

e \ / e 

Furthermore, we note that: 

A = ^i  :][  • : 1 (14) 

'̂>W(e^O){« }̂  = 0 (15) 

We SQtS=Tr{Y' -W -Y • Q' -R'), and we denote by qij the element at line / and column 
j of the matrix (R-Q). Each element qij is upper bounded by 1 in absolute value. We 
express S with the elements of W: 

S=l'l{^l'+JW,+i^j+l)q,^j  (16) 
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i=d j=d 
Since each element Wj j is upper bounded by X ^t j and also by X ^t j , we have: 

^/+ij+ i <Mm{e^'/c;e^J/c} (17) 
(M'+V,+ij+i)9, j < el-J-l/c (18) 

We use now the condition e < 1, and we report it in (18) to get (19), and from (16) 
and (19) we get (20): 

{n'+JW,+ij+i)q„<e/c  i^j (19) 

^ < {d{d- l)e/c) + '^{n^W,+i,+i)q„  (20) 

i=d 
Max{R„.lS<{d{d- l)e/c)+Max{H,n7}[2: (M^W/+I,/+I)<?V] (21) 

The term to be maximized in the right term of equation (21) is a linear combination of 
the quantities qt^i, which are the diagonal elements of the orthogonal matrix (R-Q), this 
latter having a determinant equal to — 1. The matrix Q being a fixed constant orthogonal 
matrix, it is equivalent to work with the unknown matrix (RQ) rather than with the 
unknown rotation R, because there is a one to one correspondence between the set of 
unknowns {R} and the set of unknowns {{RQ)}). 

We partition the set of unknowns {{RQ),W} into two disjoint subsets, one containing 
the unknowns such that all qt^i are non negative: {(i?g)+, W}, the other, {{RQ)^, W}, 
being its complement to {{RQ), W}. 

From (17), we get: 

MflX{(Bg)+,f̂ }[ S ( M ' W , + I , + I ) ? V] < Tr{RQ)lc (22) 

The eigenvalues of [RQ) are either —1, +1, or couples of conjugated complex num-
bers. It follows that Tr{RQ) < {d — 2), and the inequality (22) becomes: 

MflX{(Bg)+_f̂ }[ S {n^W,+i,+i)q,,] < {d-2)/c (23) 

Now, maximizing on {(i?g)^,fF}  leads to set ff̂ j+î j+ i = 0 when a negative g',̂ , value 
is encountered. Since at least one negative qt^i value is ensured, and using again (17), we 
get the inequality: 

MflX{(Bg)-_f̂ }[ S {^^W,+i,+i)q„]  <{d- l)/c (24) 
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Using (23) and (24) gives (25), which is reported in (21) to get the upper bound of S: 

i=d 

A^« {̂(Re),fr} [ S (M^'^/+I , /+I )?V] <{d- l)/c (25) 

Max{R,p}S< {d{d-l)e/c) + {d-l)/c (26) 

We report now (26) in (13) to get a lower bound of the chiral index: 

Xz>wiT-a^- Md- l)e/c) + [d- \)/c]]  (27) 

When e is arbitrarily small, using (7) and (15), it comes from (27) that Xz is greater 
or equal to a constant arbitrarily close to 1/2. Thus we have exhibited a family of 
distributions for which the upper bound of the chiral index cannot be smaller than 1/2. 

CONCLUSION 

The upper bound of the chiral index, taken over the set of (i-variate distributions with 
finite and non null inertia, has been shown to lie in the interval [1/2; 1]. Despite that this 
interval has been shortened for d = 2, calculating this upper bound is an open problem 
for d>2. 
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